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n Gold fell to a six-week low yesterday after Federal Reserve officials sounded
a hawkish note on interest rates, boosting the dollar, while attention turned to
U.S. payrolls data this week for further clues on the pace of rate hikes.

n Fed Chair Janet Yellen said on Friday the case for higher rates was strengthening,
though she gave little clarity on the timing of a move. In an interview on Tuesday,
Vice Chair Stanley Fischer said the U.S. job market is nearly at full strength
and that the pace of rate increases by the Fed will depend on how well the
economy is doing.

n U.S. consumer confidence rose to an 11-month high in August, pressuring U.S.
stocks lower due to concerns about a rate hike this year, while the dollar rose
0.5 percent.

.

n Spot gold was down 0.8 percent at $1,312.71 an ounce, after falling as low as
$1,311.65, the lowest since July 21. Non-farm payrolls due on Friday are seen
as a key measure of the strength of the U.S. labor market. Employers are
expected to show 180,000 job gains in August, according to a Reuters poll,
below the better-than-expected 255,000 additions in July.

.

n It looks as though investors going to see another pretty solid month of jobs
gains, and that should mean that there's a return of expectations for a September
rise - there's still an outside chance of that, according to fed funds futures - or
more realistically, a December rate rise.

n Gold is highly sensitive to rising U.S. interest rates, as these increase the
opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion, while boosting the dollar, in
which it is priced.

n Upcoming Fed announcements will be key to whether or not investment thesis
stands, but given the investor-only nature of this year's gold rally, economists
still think it is tenuous at best, or primed for a correction at worst.

Gold prices dropped and are poised to test support

levels as the dollar gain traction following additional

comments from the Fed VC Fischer who said that a

one and done scenario would not necessarily play out.

The Fed count tighten rates twice in 2016 which could

further erode the value of the yellow metal as it buoys

the greenback. Momentum on gold prices remains

negative as the MACD (moving average convergence

divergence) index prints in the red with a downward

sloping trajectory which points to lower prices for gold.

The RSI moved lower with price action reflecting

accelerating negative momentum, breaking through

support and poised to test the May lows which would

generally signal a breakdown in gold prices.  Resistance

on gold is seen near the 10-day moving average at

1,328, while short term support is seen near the July

lows at 1,310.
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n Gold is headed for the first monthly decline since

May as investors price in the prospect of rate hike

by the end of the year

n Bullion for immediate delivery was 0.2 percent

higher at $1,313.05 an ounce

n Gold�s drop this month would be the first for August

since 2009, as the metal climbs on demand ahead

of the wedding season in India

n Investors are now looking to Friday�s nonfarm

payrolls report to shed further light

n The pullback has followed hawkish comments by

Federal Reserve officials
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n Oil prices fell yesterday, with Brent losing nearly 2 percent, as the dollar rallied
and glut worries grew amid forecasts for higher U.S. crude stockpiles and Iran's
remark that it was on target to reach peak production.

n News that energy firms in the U.S. regulated areas of the Gulf of Mexico had
shut some 22 percent of crude oil equivalent output as a precaution to threats
from a tropical storm limited some of the downside in crude prices.

n U.S. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures fell 63 cents, or 1.3 percent,
to close at $46.35. It was a second straight day that oil slid on worries of
oversupply and a strong dollar, adding to Monday's drop of more than 1 percent
in Brent and WTI.

n Yesterday was just another economic story that's fed the dollar's strength and
with the weekly build expected in U.S. crude, prices are getting a double
whammy

n After the market settled, the trade group American Petroleum Institute reported
that U.S. crude stockpiles rose 942,000 barrels last week, in line with expectations
of analysts polled by Reuters. The U.S. government will release official inventory
data on Wednesday.

n An Iranian government official said at an oil industry conference in Norway that
Tehran's production was expected to hit 4 million barrels per day by year end.
Iran was producing that much before Western sanctions reduced its exports.

n The dollar has rallied since Friday, after Fed Chair raised expectations for a
U.S. rate hike in a policy speech. A stronger greenback tends to make dollar-
denominated commodities such as oil costlier for holders of other currencies.
Oil prices rose about 20 percent earlier in August, after the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries said it was working with non-OPEC members
to reach a production freeze.

WTI crude oil prices fell to session lows of 46.22 from

near 47.30 after the much better U.S. confidence data.

Brent prices fell in tandem. The dollar strengthened,

putting pressure on prices, with the USD advancing

to levels last seen on August 10. Traders await inventory

data which will be released after the closing bell on

Tuesday by the American Petroleum Institute. Prices

tested resistance near the 10-day moving average at

47.48, and are now poised to test support levels near

46. Momentum is poised to turn negative as the MACD

is close to generating a sell signal. This occurs as the

spread (the 12-day moving average minus the 26-day

moving average) crosses below the 9-day moving

average of the spread.  The RSI (relative strength

index) moved lower with price action reflecting

accelerating negative momentum. The current print of

52, is in the middle of the neutral range.

n Oil prices slid to a near three-week low in early

Asian trade today on expectations that U.S. crude

stocks expanded last week

n Crude futures for delivery in October  fell to $46.20

a barrel

n Data by industry group API yesterday showed

U.S crude stocks rose by 942,000 barrels in the

week ended Aug. 26

n For over two years, the global oil market has been

roiled by a surplus of crude

n Without Iran�s commitment, Saudi Arabia is unlikely

to agree to a production freeze
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n Silver was unable to sustain a brief move above the $19.00 level on Tuesday
with stronger than expected US confidence data and fresh dollar gains pushing
prices lower in US trading.

n The dollar was unable to gain further support on Monday and US bond yields
also declined, which underpinned silver prices. There was a brief spike to just
above $19.00 in early Asian trading yesterday, although there was a very swift
rebuttal above this level.

n Prices then tended to drift lower in the Asian session as the US currency gained
fresh support amid further verbal intervention by the Japanese government.
The dollar also gained support from reports that the Bank of Japan could buy
overseas bonds.

n In comments during the European session, Fed vice-chair Fischer stated that
the US job market is very close to full strength, while the pace of interest rate
increases will depend on how well the economy is doing. The comments were
slightly less overtly hawkish than in his comments on Friday and tempered
dollar buying to some extent.

n US economic data was stronger than expected with August consumer confidence
rising to the strongest level since September 2015 with an increase to 101.1
from a revised 96.7 previously.

n The current situation and expectations components both improved for the
month and there was greater confidence in the labour market. The data overall
bolstered expectations that the Federal Reserve could sanction a near-term
increase in interest rates.

n Dollar trends and US interest rate expectations will remain extremely important
for silver in the short term. In this context, the US ADP employment data will
be watched today ahead of Friday�s payrolls report.

Silver markets initially tried to rally during the course

of the Tuesday but turned around to form a slightly

negative candle. By doing so, it looks as if the market

is ready to consolidate and bounce around the $18.50

level. With that being the case, I think that we may

have a little bit of negative action in this market over

the short-term, but sooner or later we should have

buyers getting involved then eventually going long

when comes to silver, which of course has been very

bullish over the last several months. Turning to the

short-term time-frames, the sequence of lower highs

and lower lows continues, but has begun to lose some

momentum in recent trade. The loss in downward

momentum is creating a downward channel, which

could continue to keep prices pointed lower and lead

to another sharp leg lower as longs throw in the towel,

or indicate a bullish point.

n Silver prices fell, as the US dollar gained traction

ahead of a pair of job reports that could speak to

the health of the U.S economy

n Silver for December settlement edged down 0.1%

to $18.85 a troy ounce

n The gold/silver ratio used by investors to determine

when to buy and sell precious metals reached a

daily high of 70.79

n The US dollar continued higher, as traders looked

ahead to upcoming jobs data

n A firm dollar has weighed on silver since Friday�s

Jackson Hole Symposium
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GBP GfK Consumer Confidence Survey (AUG)

JPY Housing Starts (YoY) (JUL)

GBP Nationwide House Prices n.s.a. (YoY) (AUG)

EUR German Unemployment Change (AUG)
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